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The Eltrac 471 is a unique combination of computer technology, 

functional design and operational convenience. The unit is ideal for 

lumbar and cervical traction, Continuous and intermittent traction.

The traction force of the Eltrac 471 can be  set to continuous or inter-

mittent. A special control must be pressed for traction forces above 

200 N (appr. 20 kg). This safety system prevents the accidental ap-

plication of unacceptable high traction forces during, for instance, 

cervical traction.

SAFETY
The control panel shows various parameters which can be selected 

with fingertip controls such as traction force, base force, base hold 

time and treatment time. The traction force is electronically meas-

ured and constantly monitored. A microcomputer compares the ac-

tual readings with the set values and immediately eliminates any dif-

ferences. Patient movement is recorded and does not influence the 

traction force. The patient can gradually reduce the traction power to 

the minimum value (15 N) by simply pressing the safety stop switch.

 ● Continuous and intermittent traction

 ● Traction forces up to 900 N (appr. 90 kg)

 ●  Safety control for traction forces above 200 N (appr. 20 kg)

 ●  Constant electronical monitoring of the traction force

 ● Ideal to use in combination with the treatment couches Manumed 

Traction (see www.enraf-nonius.com/couches

TRACTION UNIT FOR LUMBAR AND CERVICAL TRACTION

ELTRAC 471

Whether there is a herniated disc, degenerative disc disease, or maybe just 
a couple of pinched nerves - spinal decompression provides solutions for 
long-term pain problems. Spinal decompression can be achieved in sev-
eral ways, but traction is one of the simplest and most effective methods. 
By means of traction therapy, the pressure between the vertebrae is af-
fected. By decreasing the pressure through traction a mechanical effect on 
the nerves and a biophysical effect on the circulation and oxygen supply 
to the local structures is achieved. Traction can result in an instantaneous 
pain relief, but it can also lead to structural improvements for the long term.

TRACTION THERAPY
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1471901 ELTRAC 471  

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1471751 Operating manual Eltrac 471
3444290 Mains cable 230V-EUR
1471806 Nylon cord 170 cm with carabine hook, for Eltrac 471
1471801 Fixing knobs, set of 4, for Eltrac 471
1471800 Patient stop switch for Eltrac 471

ELTRAC 471
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Types of therapy:  static traction, intermittent 
 traction
Mains voltage:  230 V ± 15% (50/60 Hz)
Max. power consumption: 0.22A (230 V)
Dimensions:  302x262x155 mm
Weight:  12 kg

ENRAF-NONIUS
P.O. Box 12080
3004 GB  Rotterdam
The Netherlands
T.: +31-(0)10 - 203 06 00
E: info@enraf-nonius.nl
www.enraf-nonius.com  
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3445038
344502014718051471802 3445021

5500926
5500916

3450500(

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
5500926(1) Manumed Traction 4-section (type 926)(1)

5500916(1) Manumed Traction 4-section (type 916)(1)

3450500(1)  Manumed Traction 2-section, back, fixed height (type 004)(1)

1471807 Remote control for Eltrac 471
3013014  Flexistool grey, with separate height adjustment for each leg
3447624 Padded neck harness, complete with spreader bar
1471802 Pulley for mobile traction frame (2 required)
3445022 Pelvic belt for Manumed Traction
3445021 Thoracic belt for Manumed Traction
3445512(2)  Mobile traction frame for cervical traction (2)

1471805  Wall bar bracket, for mounting of Eltrac 471 to wall bars
3445038  Traction frame for Manumed Traction H/L (width 430mm)
3445020(2)  Traction frame Manumed Special Traction 3450500 (width 

480mm)(2)

(1) = see our leaflet Manumed Traction for all options and accessories 
(download it from www.enraf-nonius.com/couches)

(2) = only for Manumed types 004 (Manumed Traction fixed height), 001 and 
002 (Manumed Basic)

ACCESSORIES ELTRAC 471


